Telling The Story Of Your Life with Published Author,
Patti M. Hall
Did you know that 60% of published authors don't write their books by
themselves?
If your dream involves seeing your name on the spine of a book at Barnes and
Noble (US) or Chapters/Indigo (Canada), then a collaborator will help you get
your book on shelves selling to the masses.
Patti Hall's Loving Large releases in April 2020. Her memoir unfolds the
details of how she must confront the unthinkable when her son is diagnosed
with a rare medical condition. Patti’s attention shifts entirely away from her
relationships and friendships, as well as her career and health. At the same
time, she struggles and fails to rebuild her life as a freshly divorced woman.
Adrift on the journey together, mother and son forge a connection like that of
marooned shipmates.
In Loving Large, Patti’s voice exudes wit, wisdom, and humour as she
discovers that resilience is learned and that the changes experienced in the
aftermath of crisis can often create the most extraordinary opportunities.
In addition to being a published author, Patti M. Hall is a talented book coach,
collaborator, and experienced ghostwriter who's also written proposals that
land agents and publishing deals.
As a guest on your show, Patti examines how to overcome barriers before you
even put pen to paper, how to mine for memories and gather the stories in our
lives to begin writing, initial steps to memoir writing, creating a timeline for
your story, and many more helpful tips on how to get you 'unstuck.'
Patti can help you fall in love with your book again. Patti helps executive, life,
intimacy, and spiritual coaches and transformational leaders, teachers, and
speakers develop books that change their reader's lives. Just this year, Patti

worked on over a dozen books that have found their way with Big Five
publishers, partner-publishers, small boutique imprints, and entrepreneurial
presses.
You don't need to be a professional writer to write a book. Wherever you are
currently in your writing process, Patti can help you get where you need to be.
Patti is an architect of story. She helps people design and build books.
If you would like to have Patti as a guest on your show, please send an email
with the name of the show, appropriate contact information, a proposed date
and time, and call-in details.
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